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Highway to Your Animals’ Health 

Pet ownership is on the rise in the United States; sixty!eight percent of U.S. households, or about 85
million families, own a pet, including over 9 million horses, according to the 2017!2018 National Pet 

Owners Survey conducted by the American Pet Products 
Association. That’s a lot of animals ! 
 According to Research and Markets, “No matter where   
American pet owners live and whatever their age or 
ethnicity, they stand united in believing that their pets 
make a positive contribution to their lives. For example, 
more than 90" of dog owners across a wide range of 
demographic segments agree that their dog has a positive 
impact on their mental or physical health.” 

When you care about an animal, they’re family. You want 
the best for them, and to keep them active and healthy so 
that they’re with us for as long as possible. 
We don’t always consider that animals are subject to many 
of the same external challenges as we are, such as stressful 
interactions, travel or separation anxiety, environmental 
pollution, poor quality nutrition and water, and prolonged 
inactivity. It’s not surprising that their health su#ers in 

similar ways to ours from these 
cumulative and chronic negative 
influences.  
We all share the same basic premises 
of life. Animal health depends on 
having good blood flow too, so the 
cells get what they need to repair and 
regenerate and function properly.
One of the many benefits of the 
human BEMER is that you can share 
it with your whole family, whether 
they have two legs or more. Your 
sessions can be a quality bonding 
time to enhance your mutual sense of 
wellbeing.

BEMER does not heal, treat or cure any disease. !1

Size Matters  
Pets come in all shapes and 
sizes, from a 2 lb Yorkie terrier 
to a 2,000 lb+ Draft horse. All 
cells need the same things 
delivered via good blood flow, 
whether it be a bird, a pig or an 
elephant. BEMER works on all 
of them, with common sense 
guidance as to safety.
As a general practice, you’ll 
want to keep smaller animals 
within low intensity levels, while 
with larger ones, like horses, the 
intensity levels of the horse set 
start a little higher. It depends 
on how deep you want to pene!
trate the tissue.
Numerous owners notice 
immediate reactions when they 
do their own BEMER sessions, 
because the cat, dog or whatever 
will appear and want to snuggle 
up with them on the BEMER$ a 
two for one benefit.
Fortunately animals are wise and 
know what’s good for them. 
They communicate e#ectively 
through body language. People 
frequently ask, “How do I know 
what the right level is for my cat 
or dog ?”
If an animal is enjoying the 
BEMER session, you will see 
them clearly relax and stay put. 
When they’ve had enough, they 
get up and move away! It’s as 
easy as that. No one has ever 
successfully told a cat what to 
do. Many owners report that 
their cats jump on the BEMER 
and meow loudly until someone 
comes to turn it on for them.
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BEMER does not heal, treat or cure any disease. !2

No Placebo!       
Animals’  natural attraction to 
BEMER therapy confirms that what 
BEMER does can’t be dismissed as a 
placebo e#ect. 
Animals know that it’s working even 
when we don’t see or feel it. Their 
minds don’t get in the way.               
The u an B Sit is perfect for 
smaller i e animals and B Body for 

e iu  i e ones i e .

What is FEI? 

FEI stands for Federation 
Equestrian Internationale.     
For those who show horses 
competitively, odds are they are 
intimately familiar with this 
international group. FEI 
standards and rules dictate 
many facets of behavior for 
larger shows in 8 disciplines: 
dressage, showjumping, reining, 
combined driving, endurance, 
eventing, para!equestrian and 
vaulting.

FEI e ta i es and enforces 
strict limitations on whi  therapies 
can and cannot be used, and by 
whom, just prior to and during their 
shows.

Due to its low intensity  e  t an 
0.1 Tesla, BEMER ua i ie  a  a “non!
restricted supportive therapy”  " See FEI 
Chapter VI Article 1064#. 

Horses Love BEMER T
In 2016 BEMER introduced the next generation horse set; 
BEMER’s proprietary signal was specifically configured for a 
horse’s larger  sensitive body, so not for people   n r are t e art  
inter an ea e it  u an unit . It includes an easy to operate, 
lightweight, adjustable, battery powered blanket, plus a wrap to 
target localized areas of concern, injury or strain.

One of the most profound e#ects of BEMER use is to engage the 
horse’s parasympathetic nervous system, the one that governs its 
rest and digest response, and r tes the ability to focus on what 
is being asked. As a rider working with a horse, it’s important that 
this system is en a e  as opposed to the sympathetic nervous 
system, the fight or flight mode, which is the horse’s natural 
survival instinct. Typical reactions observed include licking and 
chewing, yawning, resting the hind foot, lowering the head and 
deep sighs. Riders report when BEMER is used before workouts 
or competition, that their horses feel more supple, move fluidly 
and are mentally ready to u , and when traveling, that their 
anxiety is reduced so they continue to drink and eat.

In terms of recovery  M  i  e ua  a  e e ti e  Operations 
are very stressful for our animals. This is where the BEMER 
Horse!Set o#ers valuable support, as n in a 2017 study by 
the er an Mühlen Equine Clinic:

~~During surgery, horses had a better anesthetic experience in 
terms of their breathing, heart rate, and drug consumption.

~~After surgery, horses showed a smaller increase in creatine 
kinase  levels. They spent more time lying on their side, 
showed improved relaxation, were steadier once on their feet, 
and recuperated more quickly.
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Horses Are Elite Athletes Too - Just Like Their Riders 

Simone and her talented mare won for Germany at the challenging World Equestrian Games in Tryon, 
North Carolina last fall. She and her horse use BEMERs for both prevention and recovery. Anyone 
attending the events can attest to the sti# level of competition and exciting rounds. In these circum!
stances, the ability to regenerate after exertion and then to continue competing at optimal level is 
extremely important and may provide the performance edge that makes the di#erence. 

BEMER Horse Set Adjusts and Works for All Sizes 

 Miniature, large r super sized as shown on the next page. e an et e  n t nee  t  er t e 
entire  t  e e e ti e  a  t e  i  in

BEMER does not heal, treat or cure any disease. !3
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Last December, 3 BEMER distributors  and TTouch experts from California traveled  to Thailand to 
work with the Friends of Asian Elephant Sanctuary, where many elephants have been injured due to 
stepping on land mines.  Despite their size, elephants are very sensitive and we acknowledge how 
intelligent they are. The elephants quickly identified BEMER as something that felt good, and clearly 
looked forward to their sessions. Did you know they make a kind of deep purring sound when they are 
relaxed and content?

Here are some highlighted excerpts from the volunteers’ amazing experiences using the BEMER horse set 
on 4 of the injured elephants:

“At one point, Boon Me, a 14 yr old female, began reaching for the edge of the BEMER blanket with her 
trunk and positioning it on her leg that she’d placed up on her support bar. She’d pull it over her knee, 
then over her injured foot. She’d adjust her leg and her foot to change where the BEMER was placed. 
Then she indicated she wanted it on her back. She got very, very quiet. Her muscles were significantly 
softer. Her eye soft.  We saw similar changes as with horses - Eyes more relaxed, 
blinking, and eyelids half way lowered. A few yawns. Respiration deepened. Muscles became more 
relaxed.”

“Generally speaking, 45 total minutes spent in the AM and PM per elephant each day undeniably 
diminished chronic discomfort of the 3 older elephants beyond our expectations.We were also able to 
effect great improvement in Ming, a 3 yr old male suffering from a fractured shoulder injured in a freak 
accident approximately 2 months prior to our visit. The left point of shoulder was still very swollen and 
bulging, as well as what appeared to be a bowed tendon at the left ankle. He was hardly able to bear any 
weight on the left front foot, curtailing any normal use of the leg in forward movement.The staff was very 
concerned as to what could be done for this youngster facing such a bleak future. All our efforts paid off 
as the last morning the swelling in the left shoulder was 1/4 what it had been, and he was testing all sides 
of his left leg for better balance. He showed how he was beginning to take full weight on his left leg and 
push off in a tiny forward walk . 

I envision BEMER being incorporated as 
a valuable tool ensuring quality of life for 
most captive wildlife across the globe. 

Our FAE clients were superb exploring 
all ways that increased blood flow can 
positively influence old injury, scarring, 
and more acute situations as we observed 
with Ming, as well as the huge effect of 
BEMER mentally and emotionally.”

We want to thank these volunteers for 
helping animals around the world, and for 
sharing their story with us. 

Their generosity and kindness epitomizes  
BEMER’s mission of sharing with heart.

Disclaimer to reveal potential bias:
Results may not be typical, nor are they a representation of what you or your animals could experience. Representations may be based on 
the experiences of several people and you may not have similar results. The author is an Independent Bemer Distributor and is paid when 
Bemer products are sold. Results could be biased as a result of financial gain.

BEMER does not heal, treat or cure any disease. �4


